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Abstract
Avortex in a Bose–Einstein condensate on a ring undergoes quantumdynamics in response to a
quantumquench in terms of partial symmetry breaking from a uniform lattice to a biperiodic one.
Neither the current, amacroscopicmeasure, nor fidelity, amicroscopicmeasure, exhibit critical
behavior. Instead, the symmetrymemory succeeds in identifying the critical symmetry breaking at
which the systembegins to forget its initial symmetry state.We further identify a symmetry energy
difference in the low lying excited states which trendswith the symmetrymemory.
1. Introduction
Nonequilibriumquantumdynamics is a rapidly growing field of study in part due to the emergence of hundreds
of quantum simulator platforms build onmultiple architectures, presenting enormous flexibility to explore new
problemswith detailed control of lattice structure, interaction strength, and bosonic or fermionic statistics
[1–4]. For example, global quantumquench dynamics have led to a deep understanding of theKibble–Zurek
mechanism relating non-equilibriumdynamics to critical exponents in quantumphase transitions [5]. Likewise,
the study of local quenches or perturbations have taught us the role of short and long-range interactions in
establishing a quantum speed limit on the propagation of correlations [6, 7]. Use of a biperiodic optical lattice
quenched to a uniform lattice has resulted in the first experimental demonstration ofmany-body localization
[8, 9]. Quantum simulators offer unusually isolated systems and long quantum coherence times, allowing
careful exploration of thememory of initial conditions, and have resulted in e.g. approach to a new kind of
‘thermal’ equilibriumunder the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, called the generalizedGibbs ensemble
[10]. By taking the opposite route from themany-body localization experiment, i.e. quenching from a uniform
lattice to a bi-periodic one and thereby partially breaking the discrete rotational symmetry of a ring lattice, we
find a completely different kind of long-lived robust dynamics inwhich newly identified quantummeasures, the
symmetry energy difference and the symmetrymemory, reveal that the systemonly ‘remembers’ its initial
symmetry state below a critical partial symmetry breaking strength.
Entanglement growth under a quantumquench is too rapid to capture long-time dynamics with tensor
networkmethods [11, 12], as is necessary for large systems; therefore we employ exact diagonalization in small
ring systems ofN=2 to 10 bosons on L=6 to 10 sites7, as well as perturbation theory to corroborate results
and extrapolate trends in large interaction. Partial symmetry breaking in the 6-site case in particular corresponds
to breaking theA–B sublattice symmetry in graphene, creating a gap at theDirac point [13–15].We focus on the
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quantumdynamics has been performed and is frequentlymodeledwith the Bose–HubbardHamiltonian (BHH)
[16]. In laser trapping of Bose–Einstein condensates, the discrete rotational symmetry ring trap [17–20] is an
ideal potential to investigate dynamical symmetry breaking produced by a fast potential quench. Such a trap can
be achieved by the interference ofXX andYY Laguerre–Gaussian beamswith the introduction of a quench to
change the trap depth of even or odd sites thereafter, resulting in a functional form sketched infigure 1. In
addition ‘painted’ potentials with ultrafast lasers can achieve the same end [21–23]. Unlike the studies of the
Berzinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless (BKT) transition [24] and the fractionalMott insulator phase in the Bose–
Hubbard superlattice [25]which focused on the ground state, it is necessary to go beyond fidelity, current, etc to
characterize the quantumdynamics of rotational states, or vortices in such potentials.We introduce the
symmetry energy difference, ameasure drawn from a cluster of low-lying excited states, and the symmetry
memory, based on a time average over projections into rotational quantumnumbers. Such projections
correspond tomeasurement of thewinding number in the discretized ring system, exactly as occurs in BEC
experiments. Although rotationalmeasurements have typically been performed in the past on large continuous
systems [26],with the advent of ultracoldmicroscopy [27] and other precision techniques together with precise
control over small systems [10], rotational projections present an accessible avenue of exploration for upcoming
quantumdynamics experiments. For example, our 6 site systemmay be taken as a study of the subsystem in a
honeycomb lattice [28], with an experiment performing an average overmany such subsystems to do ‘one-shot’
emulation of quantumaverages.
2. Partial symmetry breaking in a ring trap
In this section, wewill gradually introduce partial symmetry breaking in an optical lattice ring trapmodel, define
the symmetry energy difference and the symmetrymemory, and uncover a key dynamical critical behavior
therein.
2.1. Symmetry energy difference and symmetrymemory
The partial symmetry breakingHamiltonian (PSBH), a rescaling of the usual BHH incorporating a two-period
potential, takes the form
å å e= - - + +e
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ˆ
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whereU determines the on-site two-particle interaction; á ñi j, denotes summation over the nearest neighbors;
ˆ†bi (b̂i) is the creation (annihilation) operator for bosons at site i satisfying d=[ ˆ ˆ ]
†
b b, ;i j ij ºˆ ˆ ˆ
†
n b bi i i is the number
operator; and e º - +( )( ) ( )i j J J J JSign ,ij e o e o , with e Î∣ ∣ [ ]0, 1ij . The function º ( )i jSign , 1where the
plus (minus) sign is taken for site i even (odd). The hopping energy Je (Jo) encapsulates the biperiodic lattice
through the usual overlap integral [29].We scale our study to the average hopping energy º +¯ ( )J J J 2e o , so
that energies are in units of J̄ and times in units of  J̄ . Finally, we further define symmetry breaking strength
Figure 1. Sketch of partial symmetry breaking. (left) Six-fold symmetric optical ring trap lattice potential. (right) Same potential after
partial symmetry breaking, resulting in three fold symmetry. The potential is shownpartially transparent in orange and blue, and a
projection appears on the 2Dplane below in blue (low) to red (high) to help the reader visualize. The ringmay also occur as (left) the
plaquette in a honeycomb lattice, as found e.g. in graphene, with (right) brokenA–B sublattice symmetry introducing a gap at the
Dirac point. (Axes scaling are arbitrary.)Wehave sketched this particular case in arbitrary units. Note that tunnelingwill be the same
whether the valleys vary in height around the ring or the peaks, due to the formof the tunneling integral for overlap between quantum
states localized on adjacent sites on the ring. Both cases give rise to the sameBose-HubbardHamiltonian.
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e e= ∣ ∣ij . Aswewill show, there exists a critical εcdetermining the vortex dynamics on the ring. The case of ε=0
restores the L-fold discrete rotationally symmetric lattice and the usual BHHwhereas the introduction of Je, Jo
enforces L/2-fold discrete rotational symmetry (we consider only even L for simplicity). The hopping part of the
PSBHmodel is similar to the Su-Schrieffer–Heeger (SSH)model under periodic boundary conditions, since the
particles hopwith staggered amplitudes in bothmodels. However, they do have a significant difference: the SSH
model has no on-site interactions, unlike the PSBH. It is interactions that generate entanglement between
particles.Moreover, wework in a range of interaction regimes including the strongly interacting one, where the
dynamics are dominated by the interaction term.
Considering rotational eigenstates on the ring, the unitary n-fold discrete rotational symmetry operator
satisfies ñ = ñpˆ ∣ ∣C m men n m n ni2 n , wheremn is the corresponding rotational quantumnumber, or winding
number. Consider the honeycomb case L=6. Then the quench procedure beginswith n=6, ε=0 for t<0,
andwe take n=3, e ¹ 0, for t0. The PSBHhas time reversal invariance symmetry. Thus the eigenstates
characterized bymn are degenerate, as shown infigure 2, and the energy of the systemdepends only on ∣ ∣mn .
For time t>0, i.e. after the quench, the six-fold symmetry is partially reduced to three-fold, and the energy
eigenstates have awell-definedm3 discrete rotational number. In group theory [30] the three-fold rotational
groupC3 is a subgroup of the six-fold rotational groupC6, i.e. rotating a state under the Ĉ6 operator twice is
equavalent to rotating it under the Ĉ3 operator once. Then for a rotational invariant state ñ∣i embedded into aC6
structure, one has ñ = ñ = ñp *ˆ ∣ ˆ ∣ ∣C i C i e ii m3 6
2 2 2 66 . In general, forℓ=2n, onefinds
ñ = ñ = ñp *ˆ ∣ ˆ ∣ ∣ℓC i C i e in i m n
2 2 2n . Considering an arbitary integermultiple of 2π phase on both sides, we obtain
=p p p*ℓℓe e ei m i m n i p2 2 2 2n , where p is an integer; in our 6-site case - =m m p36 3 . Thus eachm3 corresponds to
a pair ofm6 with distinct pπ phase differences under the action of the operator Ĉ6. For larger numbers of sites n,
the same line of argument holds, and the symmetry of 8 sites can be partially broken to 4 sites, 10 to 5, and so on.
In the usual BHH, there are twowell knowndistinct quantumphases, aMott insulator and a superfluid;
mesoscopic analogs of these phases exist in both canonical and grand canonical ensembles [31, 32], where
‘quantumphase’ is determined by a sharp change in a quantumobservable, rather than a singularity, as
commonly observed in quantum simulator experiments [2, 6–8]. A BKT transition occurs for integerfilling
around  ( ¯)U J 1 0.305 3.28crit [33, 34] and ameanfieldU(1) transition otherwise in the grand canonical
ensemble. For our ring systemof 6–10 sites, themesoscopic analog of the critical point is between ( ¯)U J 5crit
to 10, depending on the choice of quantummeasure used to determine the extremal behavior signifying the
quantumphase transition [31].We refer to regimes below (above) the effective critical point asweakly (strongly)
interacting. The eigenenergy spectra of the BHHdetermined by exact diagonalization are shown infigure 2, for
unitfilling and the strongly-interacting case with aMott gap, withN=6 particles on 6 sites. The eigenstates
occur in clusters, inwhich several states are nearly degenerate; we refer to this as energy clustering.We can think
of the partial symmetry breaking from six-fold to three-fold discrete rotational symmetry asmixing a defined Ĉ6
Figure 2.Energy clustering and symmetry energy difference.The eigenenergy spectra forN=6 particles in a six-fold rotationally
symmetric ring trapwith strong interactions, =¯U J 30, separate into clusters lying above theMott gap. Insert: in the lowest lying
cluster of excited states a new gap emerges, the symmetry energy difference, a crucialmeasure of partial symmetry breakingwhich is key
to characterizing vortex dynamics on the ring.
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eigenstate ñ∣m6 in the L=6 BHHwith all states having the same value ofm3 under Ĉ3 acting on the 6 site ring,
including compatible pairs ofm6. Thus, for example, under time evolution, for e ¹ 0 anym3=+1 eigenstate
of Ĉ3 will evolve as a linear combination of all them6=+1,−2 states, and the finite-size induced quantum
recurrence is irrelevant to the time scales we study here. To capture this kind of evolution in partial symmetry
breaking, it is expedient to trace its origin to the energy eigenspectrum in terms of the symmetry energy difference,
D = -=+ =- =+ =+∣ ∣ ( )( ) ( )E E 2s m m m m1, 2 1, 13 6 3 6
which is the energy difference between the nearest compatible pair ofm6 states. A similar expression is obtained
for larger system size. Especially as system size grows, there aremore kinds of symmetry energy difference in the
spectrum:we find the lowest symmetry energy difference suffices to characterize the discrete rotational
dynamics, similar in spirit to the use of Yrast states for the continuous rotational symmetry case [35]8.We shall
explain this point further in the time evolution process of symmetrymemory and the relevant trends of
symmetry energy difference and critical symmetry breaking strength in section 2.2.Note that the definition
holds independent offilling factor and interaction regime. For small systems, e.g. forN=6, the symmetry
energy difference takes the formof a gap between the two key symmetry states. As shown infigure 2, a symmetry
gap does indeed appear between the lowestm6=+1 andm6=−2 states in the eigenenergy spectra of an
N=6, L=6 system.Nevertheless, for larger systems likeN=12, L=12, states with other rotational
symmetry numbersmay enter this gap between these still well-defined symmetry states.We thus generically
refer toΔs as a symmetry energy difference, rather than a symmetry gap. For example forN=12, L=12,
D = = = -=+ =- =+ =+( ) ∣ ∣( ) ( )N L E E12, 12s m m m m1, 5 1, 16 12 6 12 , beforefinding thefirstm12=−5 state above the
lowest lyingm12=+1 state, a number of otherm12=+1 statesmay appear. Similar issues can appear for Yrast
states where different winding numbersmay cross under rotational effects: however, the lowest lying states in
each angularmomentummanifold, and their energy difference, remainwell defined.
We take our initial state to be a vortex of winding number+1: for L=6 this ism6=+1, also the lower
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If y ñ∣ ( )t is an eigenstate of Ĉ6, then η(t)=1 andm6(t) is a time-independent constant, which can only take
values ofm6=+1 orm6=−2 at each time point if we choose the lowest eigenenergy statem6=+1 in the
definition of the symmetry energy difference in our 6-site case as the initial state before real time evolution. Once
we quench to e ¹ 0, y ñ∣ ( )t retains its initialm3 quantumnumber in terms of a superposition ofm6=+1,−2
states. At each time step t, them6 value of the six-fold rotation numberm6(t) of y ñ∣ ( )t is defined as the
instantaneous projection of these two portions;m6(t) is consequently time-dependent. Then, η(t) becomes a real
value between−1 and 1, which reflects the portion of these two six-fold rotational symmetry states.When η
(t)=0, them6=+1 states andm6=−2 states happen to occupy precisely equal portion in y ñ∣ ( )t . This brings
out a neutral y ñ∣ ( )t , which does not show a six-fold rotational symmetry instaneously. However, numerically η
(t)will not be exactly zero. It is natural then to define the symmetrymemory
òº t
t
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In our test case of 6 sites, with the initial state is specified asm6=+1, only states with symmetry properties
m6=+1 andm6=−2 play a role in the time evolution of y ñ∣ ( )t . Then the correspondingm6(t) jumps between
m6=+1 andm6=−2, resulting in a symmetrymemory valued between+1 and−2. As shown infigure 3(f),
critical behavior appears in this symmetry-based quantummeasure, in strong contrast to themore typical
microscopicmeasure, the time-averaged fidelity
òe t y y= º
t
-( ) ∣⟨ ( )∣∣ ( )⟩∣/f f t t0 d 01
0
infigure 3(b), or themacroscopicmeasure, the time-averaged current
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infigure 3(d) (wherewe’ve taken the lattice constant andÿ equal to unity). Although infigure 3(e) the time
evolution trend ofm6(t) in theweakly-interacting case seems to be irregular in a few oscillation periods, the
symmetrymemory, as a statistical time average ofm6(t), can be stabilized after a sufficiently long evolution time
τ. Therefore, we take the total simulation time τ as hundreds of the typical oscillation periods shown in
figures 3(a), (c) and (e): this corresponds physically to hundreds of circuits of atoms around the ring. Typical
hopping frequencies in BECs are kHz; thus τ is on the order of tens ofmilliseconds.
8
We remind the reader that Yrast states are defined as the lowest energy state for fixed angularmomentum, and play a key role in nuclear
physics as well as ring BECs.
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2.2. Critical symmetry breaking strength
The time evolution ofm6(t) infigure 3(e) is distinct in theweakly and strongly-interacting cases at ε=0.5. In the
strongly-interacting case,m6(t) keeps its initial value ofm6(t=0)=+1 for all times and thusMs=1; however,
in theweakly-interacting case, it occasionally loses thememory of its inital state and jumps tom6=−2, since in
this case onlym6(t)=+1,−2 are possible, generatingMs<1. This difference exhibited in figure 3(f) suggests
that for each value of ¯U J a critical symmetry breaking strength εc presents a cusp beyondwhich the symmetry
memoryMs dips belowunity, that is, beyond εc the systembegins to lose the ability to retain its initial symmetry
features. Formean-field analysis infigure 4(a, insert), only in the veryweakly-interacting limit dowe generate a
similar critical behavior; the strongly-interacting case deviates severely frommany-body predictions. Figure 4
shows that indeed critical behavior is exhibited for all interaction strengths.What is the origin of this effect?
As shown infigure 4, the symmetry energy difference from figure 2 trends overall with εc. This reveals the fact
that the energy clusters seen infigure 2 overall determine the trend in the dynamics, in particular the symmetry
energy difference in the lowest cluster of excited states, as we here explain. A detailed explanation appears in the
time evolution of the symmetrymemory, as we explain here for our test case of 6 sites. Recall that we take the
lowest eigenenergy state in the symmetry energy differenceΔs as the initial state for time evolution. This lowest
eigenenergy state is a simultaneous eigenstate of both the Ĉ6 and Ĉ3 rotational operators with rotational
numberm6=+1 andm3=+1. During real time evolution under the PSBH, thewavefunction y ñ∣ ( )t can only
Figure 3.Microscopic,macroscopic, and symmetry-based quantummeasures. Left: time evolutionwith interaction strength
=¯U J 0.001, 3, 30 (black, blue, and red curves). Right: time-average over 100 circuits around the ring versus symmetry breaking
strength. The (a), (b)fidelity and (c), (d) current do not exhibit critical behavior. In contrast, (e) the rotational quantumnumberm6(t)
measured by quantumprojections constitutes a symmetry-based quantummeasure and (f) clearly exhibits critical behavior at εc
appearing as a cusp in the time average of the Ĉ6 rotational symmetry operator, called the symmetrymemory, see equation (4). An
attempt to reproduce critical behavior undermean-field time evolution is successful as expected for weak interactions (green curve),
but utterly fails in the strongly-interacting case (orange curve).
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contain states with rotational numberm6=+1 andm6=−2, because these two kinds of state keep the same
three-fold rotational symmetrym3=+1 in accordance with the system’s unbroken three-fold rotational
symmetry. Among thesem6=+1 andm6=−2 states, the ones in the lowest cluster in the eigenenergy spectra
infigure 2 are easier to reach for y ñ∣ ( )t , since it takes the symmetry breaking less effort to conquer the energy
difference between them and the initial state. It follows that the lowest energy state with symmetry number
m6=−2 (the Yrast state for this winding number) has significant impact on changing the symmetry property of
y ñ∣ ( )t . Thus the energy difference between the lowest energy two key symmetry states above the ground state,
namelym6=+1 andm6=−2, capturesmuch of the dynamics of vortices under a potential quench. This is
why the symmetry energy difference, equation (2), is so effective at predicting the critical partial symmetry
breaking.
2.3. Numericalmethods and precision
In our calculations there are some practical issues affecting the numerics. First, the symmetry energy difference
canmove up or downwithin the lowest energy cluster infigure 2 for smaller interaction strengths, and this effect
must be carefully accounted for, as we have done to obtain the curves infigure 4. This is because the crossing of
different angularmomentummanifolds is a function of interaction strengths.
There are also some numerical issues in the simulation. The total simulation time and the resolution of the
symmetry breaking strength ε affects the precision of the curves infigures 3, 4 and 6. A sufficiently long total
evolution time is required to ensure that transients pass and to ensure the time average is adequately sampling
the jumps between symmetry states. The optimal total evolution time varies with system size, but in general the
larger the system size, the bigger theHilbert space, and thus the longer one needs to involve in time.Nevertheless
total times are reasonable on experimental time scales of atmost a few hundred cycles around the ring. The
exactness of εc is directly linked to the total simulation time. To estimate this effect, we quadruple the total
simulation time τ and thus illustrate convergence error infigures 4 and 6, shown as the green regions.
For the simulations in this Article, we restrict our study to exact diagonalization.We clarify that not only is
there a failure of approximationmethods based on tensor networks at long times under quantumquenches
[6, 12], a well knownproblemmaking a strong case for nonequilibriumdynamics quantum simulator
experiments, but also our potential quench in particular causes largefluctuation in on-site particle number and
growth of entanglement. Thus the usual entanglement approximations applied in tensor network studies cause a
Figure 4.Trends in critical behavior with interaction strength.Critical symmetry breaking strength εc (left axis, red curves) trendswith
the symmetry energy difference D J̄s (right axis, black curves) for strong interactions ¯U J . Shown areN=2, 3, 4, 5 particles on 6
sites. Perturbation theory (right axis, blue dashed curves) helps explain the two classes of asymptotic behavior in large ¯U J for
differentN, see text. The green regions (left axis) attendedwith εc indicate convergence error based on quadrupling total simulation
time τ and higher resolution of εc. Insert in (a): mean-field analysis showing complete quantum solution of the PSBH is necessary to
obtain critical behavior beyond veryweak interactions.
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failure in time evolution, in particular exploding normof the reduced densitymatrix [36, 37]. Although tensor
networkmethods suffice for ε= òc where one expects an area law, in order to determine the critical point we
must explore the region εòc where a volume lawholds, as for quantumquenches in general. In this case
tensor networkmethods fail. Our avoidance of tensor network approaches is for a similar reason asmany-body
localization, where tensor networkmethods are not efficient tofind the critical interaction strength for the
transition from a volume law (thermalizing, smaller interaction side) to an area law (non-thermalizing, stronger
interaction,many-body localized side). Finally, exact diagonalization is certainly also necessary to obtain the
complete energy eigenspectrum and determine the symmetry energy difference, as tensor networks are not
efficient at obtaining trends in bands of excited states.
Thus restricting our studies to exact diagonalization to capture increasing entanglement, we instead explore
another useful set of approximations, namely truncating the local on-siteHilbert space dimension. This is







.We now take 4 particles on 8 sites shown infigure 5 as a test case for a truncation test. In the
strongly-interacting regime, the truncationworks verywell, with sub-percent error. In theworst case scenario
for the =n 2i
max case infigure 5(b) andweak interactions, the error can be up to 20%–30%.This is because Fock
states with up to =n Ni
max have significantweight in the dynamics. However, for our purposes =n 2i
max is
sufficient to estimate general trends for larger system sizes.We note that as number fluctuations are larger for
smaller L, the case of L=8 presents a worst case scenario as we scale up to L=18.
2.4. Perturbation theory
Weobserve for both L=6 and for larger systems infigure 6 two asymptotic trends for large interaction strength
¯U J : εc either (i) ascends to a non-zero constant or (ii) decreases toward zero, depending onN. A brief study of
second order degenerate perturbation theory on 6 sites reveals these two cases, taking the hopping term as a
perturbation of the PSBHbefore the quench, and focusing on the symmetry energy differenceΔs in equation (2).
The symmetry energy differenceΔs is generated before the quench, when the PSBH reduces to a standard BHH,
= å - - å += á ñˆ ˆ ( ˆ ) ¯ ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ )
† †
H n n J b b b b1U i
L
i i i j i j j i2 1 ,
. Under perturbation in J̄ ,
D + + ( ) ( ) ¯ ( ) ¯a N U b N J c N J Us 2 to order J̄ 2. a(N)U is the zeroth order perturbation term, which
comes from the BHHwithout a hopping term and dependsmerely onU. ( ) ¯b N J is thefirst order perturbation
term,which is determined by the hopping term according to the first order perturbation theory. ( ) ¯c N J U2 is
the second order perturbation term, inwhich the energy ismeasured in unit of J̄ U2 . Rescaling to J̄ tomatch
the units used throughout this Article,D + +¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) ( ) ¯J a N U J b N c N J Us .
Because the upper and lower states inΔs are degenerate in the same energy cluster (see figure 2), the zeroth
order term a(N)=0 for allN. Taking the 6-site system for example, wefind b(N)=0, 1, 0, 2, 1.58, 4, 0, 2, 0, 4,
2.97 and c(N)=8/3,−2, 8/3, 0, 3.15, 0, 8/3,−2, 8/3, 0, 6.78 forN=2 to 12, reducingmore complicated
expressions to numbers where necessary, to two decimal places. ForN=2, 4, 8, 10wefind b(N)=0. For these
particle numbers the two states which determine the symmetry energy difference are still degenerate tofirst
order in perturbation theory, andwemust go to the second order coefficient c(N). In contrast, forN=3, 5, 6, 7,
Figure 5.Truncation test of critical symmetry breaking strength. (a)Critical symmetry breaking strength εc and (b) relative deviation
of εc in a truncated system versus εc in its corresponding non-truncated systemΔ εc/εc.We study a range of interaction strengths
¯U J , observing that for stronger interactions the error decreases. Themaximal error due to truncation effects is 20%–30% in themost
extreme case of =n 2i
max particles allowed per site, and this greatly decreased by allowing up to 3 particles per site, with =n 4i
max the
non-truncated case in our example of L=8,N=4.
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9, 11, 12, ¹( )b N 0, and for these particle numbers degeneracy is broken in the first order. However, for
completeness we calculate c(N) for allN of interest, wherewefind that, intriguingly, forN=5, 7, 11 the second
order coefficient is zero. Finally,N=1 is the trivial case, as there is no interaction in the problem, so
perturbation theory inU always yields zero.Wefind that second order perturbation theory suffices to validate
our simulations and obtain the trends in the strongly interacting limit. For case (i) infigures 4(b) and (d), the
nonzerofirst-order term b(N) dominatesΔs, inducing an ascending trend. In contrast, b(N)=0matches case
(ii) infigures 4(a) and (c), where the second-order term c(N) is themajor contribution and generates a decreasing
trend.
Wenote that b(N)=0 or c(N)=0 are not due to an odd–even effect in particle numberN. Instead, these
cases are related to particular particle filling conditions, which decides how the eigenenergy states should be
degenerate with each other. In a 6-site system, the energy spectra ofN=9 are similar to theN=3 case, and the
energy spectra ofN=2, 4, 8, 10 are also related (but notN= 6, which is unitfilling). The values of b(N) and c(N)
in the perturbation analysis reflect this statement.
2.5.Mean-field analysis
To ascertainwhether an analog of the critical symmetry breaking phenomenon discovered in the above sections
exists in themean-field theory, we exploremean-field simulations for the 6 site system, plotted infigure 3(f) and
figure 4(a). Themean-field approximation of the BHH, i.e. discrete nonlinear Schrodinger (DNLS) equation in
1D lattice is
y y y y y= - + ++ - ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )J gNi . 5i i i i i1 1 2
Here, compared to the corresponding standard BHH, themean-field factor g*N corresponds toU in the BHH.
The scalar wavefunctionψ(t) is normalized to one. This DNLS can be obtained by propagating the field operator
b̂i forward in time using the BHH in theHeisenberg picture,meanwhile assuming themany-body state is a
Figure 6.Mesoscopic persistence of critical symmetry breaking.Critical symmetry breaking strength εc as a function of interaction
¯U J forN=2, 3, 4, 5 particles on L=6, 8, 10 sites (red, blue, black curves). Although exact diagonalization provides only limited
access to larger systems, these results indicate critical behavior is pervasive andwill be present even in the thermodynamic limit. The
same two classes of asymptotic trends for strong interactions are seen as infigure 4. The green error is determined in the sameway as in
figure 4.
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product of Glauber coherent states, *y y yá ñ =ˆ ˆ ˆ
†
b b bi i i i i i, where y º á ñb̂i i . To describe a discretized ring lattice
with 6 sites, we use polar coordinates to transfer the system to a 1Dmodel. By rotating the uniform ground state
of theDNLS, we can get states with typical rotational numbers, which can be used to detect rotational
components in a certain state. The symmetrymemory in theDNLS is defined in the sameway as PSBH, see
equation (4). Infigure 3(f), we obtainmean-field time evolution for bothweakly and strongly-interacting cases,
shown in green and orange curves respectively. It is clear that for theweakly-interacting limit themean-field
reproduces a similar critical behavior, however, for the strongly-interacting case, themean-field results strongly
deviate from themany-body Bose–Hubbardmodel. Thus our results, while limiting nicely to amean-field effect,
are not at all inherentlymean-field, but extend throughout the strongly-interacting regime, and do not depend
on the assumption ofGlauber coherent states or a single dominant single-particlemodewith an accompanying
phase.
2.6. Partial symmetry breaking is distinct from the fractional- andunit-fillingMott insulator to superfluid
transition
In the BHH in the strongly-interacting case, theMott phase and aMott gap emerge for integer filling as shown in
figure 7(a). After partial symmetry breakingwith a hoppingmodulation, the systembecomes a Bose–Hubbard
superlattice. Further study of the ground state phase diagram [25] showed that fractional-fillingMott insulator
phases could appear in the superlattice; in this partial symmetry breaking case, half-fillingMott insulator phases
can likewise occur. In our studywe have introduced a symmetry energy differenceΔs to describe the critical
symmetry breaking phenomenon and used the lower eigenenergy state in the symmetry energy difference as the
initial state, which is an excited state in the eigenenergy spectra, see figure 2 in the article. In contrast, the
superfluid phase,Mott phase and the fractional-fillingMott phase are related to the system’s ground state, and
bear no relation to gaps appearing in thefirst cluster of excited states. The symmetry energy difference and both
the integer and fractionalMott gaps are located at completely different positions in the energy spectra, as
indicated infigure 7with blue and purple bars, respectively. Since the system size infigure 7 is small, the
symmetry energy difference turns into a symmetry gap therein.
In our study, thewavefunction is evolved under the PSBH. Thereafter, for a 6-site lattice after the quench, the
wavefunction becomes the combination of all the states with the same Ĉ3 rotational number as the initial state.
Since the ground state has a different Ĉ3, it will never participate in the evolution, once again showing neither the
integer nor fractionalMott gaps play a role in the dynamics. Figure 7 shows the energy difference between the
ground state and the lowest excited statewhich has the same Ĉ3 rotational number as the initial state. Therefore,
the energy level of the symmetry-based phenomenon is always beyond the ground state, i.e. it will not be
controlled or affected by theMott insulator-superfluid transition. In conclusion, the symmetry breaking in our
study bears no relation to the emergence of the fractional-fillingMott phases, and this symmetry breaking is
distinct from theMott insulator-superfluid transition.
Figure 7.Eigenenergy spectra of partial symmetry breakingHamiltonian as a function of the symmetry breaking strength ò. The two
plots are for ground states (red curves) and all the excited states (black curves) in thefirst energy cluster in 6-site systems in the
strongly-interacting case, here =¯U J 30. In both plots, the symmetry energy difference and theMott gap is difined at ò=0.We
track their evolutionwhen ò varies from0 to 1. (a) For unitfilling of total particle numberN=6 in the strongly-interacting limit, the
symmetry energy difference (purple bar on vertical axis) is far beyond theMott gap (blue bar on vertical axis). (b) For half filling of total
particle numberN=3 at strongly-interacting limit, the symmetry energy difference is always beyond the possible fractionalMott
gap. Thus the symmetry energy difference, occurring in excited states, is an entirely distinct phenomenon from theMott gap
associatedwith the ground state.
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2.7. Finite size scaling
Thus far our analysis has focusedmainly on the L=6 case study. Although restricted to exact diagonalization, as
discussed in section 2.3, we canmake use of truncation of the localHilbert space to push somewhat into larger
systems. Truncation is performed via restricting themaximumoccupation number per site, ni
max . For the
purposes of illustration, our truncation tests are shown for two cases infigure 8,N=5, L=8 andN=8,
L=8. Both cases demonstrate that in the strongly-interacting regime the truncation effect is negligible, since
the symmetry energy differenceΔs is nearly constant with decreasing ni
max (red curves). However, similar to the
conclusion infigure 5 for theweakly-interacting regime,Δs varies obviously in smaller ni
max cases (blue curves).
Comparedwith the largest ni
max cases, these variations are a few percent and thus tolerable for afinite size
scaling analysis.
With truncation, we can thus go further to larger systems via exact diagonalization. Infigure 9, =n 2i
max is
used for all the cases. Particle densityN/L, the average number of particle per site, isfixed to 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1 in
the four panels offigure 9. For eachfilling factors, the trends ofΔs for both strongly andweakly-interacting
regimes are in agreement. The underlying understanding for the two typical trends is still unclear. Butwe do
know fromfigure 9 that for systems of about 20 sites, the symmetry energy differenceΔs is still remarkably large,
at least forN/L=1/3, 1. This indicates we shouldfind critical symmetry breaking for larger systems of tens of
sites.We note that for larger system size, states with other rotational symmetry properties or withmn=+1
rotational symmetrymay enter the energy spectrawhereΔs extends, which could function as an internal noise
source during the time evolution process. Connections to open quantum systems for this case present an
intriguing topic for future study. The error bars infigures 9(c) and (d) are obtained via the difference ofΔs
between =n 3i
max and =n 2i
max cases, as can of course only be done for smaller system sizes L or particle
numberN—however, they do indicate the truncation error is relatively small, and our trends are indicative. In
fact, when the on-site interaction is strong (red curves), these differences are so slight that they can be
disregarded, and error bars are smaller than the point size. In theweakly-interacting regime (blue curves), the
errors are generally nomore than 1%.
3. Conclusions and outlook
In conclusion, we studied the nonequilibriumdynamics of bosons in a discrete optical ring trap or honeycomb
lattice plaquette with an initial vortex state. After quenching to a partial-symmetry broken lattice, we found
critical behavior in the ensuing dynamics as determined by projection onto different rotational quantum
numbers in the discretized system.Up to a critical value of symmetry breaking, an initial winding number
persists to long times; beyond this point,memory of the initial state is periodically lost and overall gradually
decreases. The symmetrymemory, or time average over such projections, was found to trendwith the symmetry
energy difference, identified in the lowest lying cluster of excited states in the energy eigenspectrum.Our exact
diagonalization studies lay the groundwork for larger scale exploration of novel symmetry-based quantum
dynamics in quantum simulator experiments.
Figure 8.Truncation test of symmetry energy difference. Symmetry energy difference D J̄s under truncation of the on-siteHilbert
spacewith (a) =n 2, 3, 4, 5i
max forN=5, L=8 and (b) =n 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8i
max forN=8, L=8. In the strongly-interacting
regime (red curves),Δs is nearly constant with ni
max . In theweakly-interacting regime (blue curves),Δs exhibits visible but small
variations with smaller ni
max .
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Akey question remains: how can our study of such small systems be extrapolated to themuch larger system
sizes present in quantum simulator experiments? First,figure 6 indicates that larger system sizes also display
symmetry breakingwith the same two asymptotic trends in interaction strength as the 6-site case; thus according
to the result from figure 9we expect that large ring optical lattices will losememory of an initial vortex state for a
critical symmetry breaking strengthwhich remains sizable even formesoscopic ring lattices of up to 20 sites.
Second, taking our 6-site case as a plaquette in a honeycomb lattice (see figure 1)we can study the effect of
vorticity distribution in a lattice system andhow it depends onA–B sublattice symmetry breaking; such
biperiodic lattices were used previously for C-NOTgates in a square lattice [38]. The results in this article with
mesoscopic ring optical lattices of from6 to 20 sites provide a foundation for future study of analogous processes
in larger systems, wherever partial symmetry breaking occurs. Experiments with a honeycomb latticemay offer
the advantage of performing the quantum average in a single shot sincemany plaquettes can display oscillation
(or lack thereof) to different local winding number. However, one should keep inmind that additional dynamics
will appear due to coupling and overlap between plaquettes. Connections to BKTphysics, where an ‘infinite-
order’ phase transition occurs due to locking of vortex-anti-vortex pairs, present an intriguing topic for future
study, since partial symmetry breaking (in graphene terms, introducing anA–B sublattice gap)may block a BKT
transition under the right circumstances. In general, for theweakly interacting case and using the standard tool
of interference with a condensate containing no vortices, such a distribution should appear as an array of
bifurcations in the interference pattern [26]. Quantummicroscopymay also prove useful for close observation
[27] in order to determinewinding number on hexagonal plaquettes in the honeycomb lattice [28], in particular
in the strongly interacting case where interference will not be sufficient due to lack of an emergent semiclassical
Figure 9. Finite size scaling analysis of symmetry energy difference.The densityN/M isfixed at (a) 1/4, (b) 1/3, (c) 1/2, (d) 1 in each
panel with increasing lattice size L. Themaximumoccupation number per site =n 2i
max is truncated, seefigure 8. Red curves
represent the strongly-interacting cases =¯U J 30, and blue curves represent the weakly-interacting cases =¯U J 3. Error bars for
L=6, 8, 10 in (c) halffilling and (d) unit filling for both strongly andweakly-interacting cases indicate truncation error is overall
small. The symmetry energy difference remains large for systems of up to 20 sites, indicating atminimumapersistentmesoscopic
effect.
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condensate phase. Due to the volume law associatedwith the quantumquench of partial symmetry breaking,
this kind of study presents a totally new kind of quantumdynamics experiment requiring quantum supremacy
[39], that is, inaccessible to quantum simulations on classical computers but perfectly accessible to quantum
simulator experiments.
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